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I glanced behind me and panicked. Closer, they gained ground as I watched, no escape. . . I ran,
lungs burning, and felt the first sting of one of their forcewhips on my calves, urging me to increase
my speed beyond what I'd thought possible. I could hear them now. They had breath for laughing
and taunting, riding their skimmers. I stumbled, almost went down. Muscles in my back wrenched
with the effort of not crashing to the pavement.
"Run, little flitter," one of them called out, bloodlust dripping through his voice. "Run faster,
you might get away!"
Cruel laughter followed, growing louder when I missed another step. I looked at the low wall
beside the roadway, hardly worth calling a barrier. Dare I go in there? Was anything worth the risk
of going over that low wall? I wondered in the space of a split second, then I cast a glance back over
my shoulder.
I could see their faces. Their warpaint picked up the eerie almost-glow of the streetlights,
standing out in chilling contrast against the dyed-black haloes of their hair. The lights reflected
random glints off the fluorescent patches sewn on their black bodysuits.
But the stingers concerned me most, and the forcewhips, and the retro, low-tech blades, just as
deadly as the modern weaponry and more satisfying to these twisted scroungers.
And then, of course, the naked bloodlust visible even through the thick warpaint.
Not much of a choice, after all. Behind me lay the certainty of death. Over the wall? Only a
possibility, a rumor, a superstition left over from my grandparents' parents' day. I vaulted the fence
into Death Park.
It shouldn't have happened, but it did. Instant, total silence fell around me, shutting out the cries
of my pursuers. The silence felt strange—tense, listening, waiting for something. I couldn't even
hear the humming motors of their skimmers. But I could feel the waiting.
I looked back, just in time to see the shock on their faces shift back to the obscene hunt-joy.
The skimmers cleared the low wall with even less effort than I.
Then the waiting ended. I hit the ground, some instinct of self-preservation sending me face
down into the dirt. A howling wind engulfed all of us. It had teeth, the wind did, ripping at my back
and my arms in their protective curl over my head. And it carried voices, shrieking with unholy glee
and yet despairing at the same time. And then came the blood.
"No!" I tried to curl into a ball, trying to make myself as small as possible as the wind's teeth
tore into me. Then the tearing pain stopped, a moment before something ripped deep into me, right
into my mind where it was supposed to be private, dammit, and turned me inside out. I think I
screamed. I know they did, because I could feel it echo in my very bones. Then it cut off.
Dirt.
I could smell dirt. And with the smell came a sensation of something spiky poking into my
face. I opened my eyes to moon-silvered grass, seen at very close range.
Cautious, heart pounding, I pushed myself upwards and looked around, only to immediately
wish I hadn't. The wind, the screaming, howling whirlwind that had engulfed me and the
scroungers, remained. I could see it as it whipped around, shrieking with a palpable joy that made
me want to vomit. Pieces of what had once been human flew by in the killer wind, spraying blood.
Moonlight picked out darting flourescent streaks, shredded scraps of the clothing the scroungers
once wore. The wind picked up and amplified intermittent human screams, echoes of the ones who
had lasted longest in this brutal maelstrom.
I wanted to burrow back into the ground and hide, but morbid curiosity wouldn't let me. I had
to know why I still lived.
Someone loomed over me. That was my first impression, anyway, then I noticed that I could
see right through her. I wriggled around and tried for a closer look, then gagged on a fresh wave of
nausea.
She looked normal enough, at least as normal as someone from a picture in a history book
would look. She wore a pale pink dress, one that exposed her legs from the knees down, and those
wretchedly impractical high-heeled shoes that women used to love so much.
But her chest. . . and above. . .

It looked like acid burns, at least on the still identifiable parts of her chest. It got progressively
worse, from pockmarks and raw-edged holes around her collarbones, to exposed tendons and
melted flesh on her neck, all the way to an oozing mass that had once been a face. The part of my
mind not frozen in horror noticed that she had softly curled blond hair blowing gently from the back
of her head.
And then, just when I thought I couldn't take it any more, she spoke inside my head.
/You are not one of them, are you?/
"N-n-no," I stammered, fighting the nausea down and closing my eyes. Her voice sounded
pleasant, if wary.
The whirlwind slowed, the screams fading into wisps of moans and whimpers.
"Thanks," I said, wondering if ghosts understood irony.
/You will help us,/ she commanded, suddenly imperious. /We need a live person to solve our
problem. If you don't help me, I'll let the others at you. Will you do it?/
"Y-yes." The stammer returned. Anything to prevent the horrible death the scroungers had
suffered. But what could a ghost, a supernatural being conventional wisdom knew didn't exist, want
from me? "What do you want me to do?"
/Open a door,/ she said.
"A door," I repeated, dubious. "That sounds simple enough. What's the catch?"
/You have to get through us to do it./
I gulped. "Why do you need a door opened?"
Hot and virulent, her instant fury engulfed me in a wave. /Because,/ even the thought hissed,
/the door blocks us from reaching the bastard that did this to us./
They surrounded me then, done with the predators, their hatred pounding at me. Each ghost,
and there were too many to count, had been horribly mutilated. I gagged, fought it, lost control and
vomited on the grass.
/What've you got here, Penny?/ A man with his eyes burned out and his throat slit emerged
from the angry horde. /Why do you shield this one?/
The semi-transparent crowd growled and surged forward.
/Because he is the Opener,/ Penny declared, sending a wave of shock rippling through the
ghosts. /We must go to the Tunnel now./
She gestured, a clear command: follow me. I picked myself up off the grass, staggering and
wiping ineffectively at the sour taste in my mouth. My muscles burned and twitched, protesting the
exhausting run through the city to this accursed park, but I forced them to obey my commands and
followed.
A small boy ghost stepped in front of me and held up his arms. They ended in ragged stumps,
dripping blood that vanished before it reached the ground. I gasped and averted my eyes, only to see
a woman with a gunshot wound in her face.
/Help my son,/ she said, /set him free./
"What is happening here?" I cried, surrounded by horror.
/Free us,/ a bloody, dripping ghost said.
/Free us,/ others repeated, picking up a chant. /Free us. Free us!/
/The Tunnel awaits,/ a dismembered ghost said. I tried not to look, but my eyes refused to turn
from the horror of his body, just a collection of pieces floating near each other but not quite
touching. /The Tunnel and the Killer./
/The Killer must pay./
/Pay,/ echoed through the crowd.
They lead me through the park, beautiful even by night. The full moon rode overhead, lighting
the ordered flowerbeds and smooth concrete walks. I wondered who maintained it all. It looked just
as pristine as the day Death Park had been dedicated as a memorial, although no one currently
living could remember exactly when that had been. Maybe our parents' parents knew, but not us. . .
All we, my generation, knew was to avoid this place at all costs. Crossing the wall into Death Park
meant risking your life.

/He was a friend, at first,/ Penny said. I glanced at her, then flinched away from her ruined face.
/He acted like a friend to everybody. And then he killed us all./
"I'm sorry," I said, for lack of any better words. Images seeped into my head, a trickle at first,
then a torrent. The "he" in question looked like a smiling, ordinary-looking man, always cheerful,
always extending a helping hand, exuding charm. Then the images shifted from pleasant
recollections into horrific impressions of death.
I clawed at my eyes, hearing my own hoarse shriek as though it came from far away, bent
almost double under the brutal onslaught. There had to be a hundred fifty of them, each ghost
pouring his or her memory into me, pounding at me with their bitter hatred of the living. I gathered
a confused impression that live people had hovered ineffectually around the perimeter of the. . .
what was a carnival, anyway? Some kind of collection of strange contraptions and
incomprehensible amusements. . . The living saw something amiss, but did nothing as more and
more carnival-goers disappeared, until the final bloody night when the killing finally stopped.
Lurching my way through the vengeful spirits, fighting to see reality through the shifting
curtains of death, I ran into a concrete structure and barely caught myself before I fell down the
staircase yawning before me. A door waited at the bottom of the staircase. This door?
No, it couldn't be. Ghosts flowed down the stairs ahead of me, no longer tormenting me, and
slid through a crack where the door hadn't quite closed. I could feel their anticipation now, their
hunger, clenching at my abused guts. A susurrus of anger accompanied them, almost audible to my
physical ears.
I braced myself and followed them down the stairs and through the door.
It opened into a concrete tunnel. The foreign memories filling my head suggested this once
served as some kind of maintenance tunnel for a. . . ballpark. A what? Oh, yeah. Professional sports
had been a national obsession, back when there was a nation, rather than a collection of warring
states.
I saw gouges in the walls, left by antique projectile weapons wielded by people in dark
uniforms. Some of the living had tried to help, after all these people had already died and become
ghosts.
/The Door,/ they crooned, hunger pulsating through the sound. /The Door./
This door, a metal thing painted green at the end of the tunnel. I could see it quite clearly in the
eerie glow of ghostlight. Their hands reached for it, clutched and scrabbled at it, but had no effect
on the metal knob.
I hesitated in front of the door. What if it was locked? Would they kill me out of spite? I heard
again the screams of the dying hunters.
/OPEN IT!/
The cry roared from every ghost present, all but deafening my mind. /OPEN IT!/
Their mad lust for vengeance burned away my hesitation. I reached out and opened the door.
Then instinct made me duck as an insubstantial wave crashed over me.
At first, I thought the room behind the door empty, barren. Then I saw what the shrieking
ghosts converged on: An impossibly fresh body, riddled with projectile holes and wet with blood.
The glassy eyes stared at me as the frenzied ghosts spun into a whirlwind. I could feel their cold
gaze tearing at my soul.
I staggered backwards into the tunnel, retching again. In that single, endless moment, when my
eyes met those of the corpse, every perverted detail of what this hideous thing disguised as a man
had done and why, torturing and killing these pour souls, stealing away their life forces to achieve
immortality. Riddled with bullet holes, his physical body dead but still animated, he had reached
this room and closed the door, shutting out the vengeful ghosts. But in doing so, he'd shut himself
in, with his stolen immortality, existing in his undead state in this little cement-walled corner of
hell.
Worse yet, worse even than knowing what he'd done, I'd felt that vile, contaminated soul trying
to leap from its undead body into my healthy live one. Penny shielded me, blocking the spirit from
reaching me in the split second before the shrieking ghost whirlwind coalesced around both body

and spirit.
The perverted bastard's soul made hideous sounds as the ghost-wind ripped it apart, one tiny
shred at a time, paying him back sevenfold for the torment he'd inflicted on them. I ran, but couldn't
outpace the psychic noise.
I came back to myself out in the grass, the fresh clean scent clearing my head as the pale light
of dawn broke over me. Flickers of running up the stairs, through the park, stumbling and falling. . .
had I slept? Or just passed out? Whatever, I lay facedown in cold, wet grass now. I tried to get up,
collapsed again, then pushed myself to my knees. I drew a deep, shuddering breath and looked
around. In the gentle light of dawn, the horror of the night receded, leaving behind a lingering sense
of revulsion.
Penny appeared before me, misty and perfect, smiling as sunlight bathed her in radiance.
/Thank you, Opener,/ she said, then faded from view.
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